Product Information

9400PKS Soldering Gun
Solder. Cut. Smooth. Shadow-free LEDs help you
take aim on your most ambitious DIY projects

Weller’s new 9400PKS soldering gun features 3 cool
LEDs that brightly illuminate your work without tip
shadow, and a smooth, contoured grip with balanced
housing that greatly reduces hand fatigue, allowing you
to sharply focus on your soldering.
Plus, for added stability, you can even rock the rounded
foot of the grip on the table! These features and more,
plus a rapid 6-second heatup, deliver a home soldering
experience that really shines.
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3 built-in LEDs illuminate your work
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Soft, non-slip grip surface
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The gun’s rounded grip foot can be rocked back and forth
on the workbench to support the gun while you solder
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Weller‘s 7-year warranty, longest in the industry, is
another great reason to trust our brand!

Technical Data
Dimensions (L x W x H)

300 x 275 x 65 mm
11.8 x 10.8 x 2.6 inches

Ergonomic, non-slip grip

Weight

810 grams / 1.8 lbs.

Lightning fast, 6-second heat up

Power

140 W / 100 W

Pivoting ball guard prevents twisting and prolongs life ›
of the cord

Temperature range

Up to 900 °F / 482 °C

Voltage input

120 V

Supplied tip(s)

7135 W, 6150, 6160

Heat-up time

6 seconds

Application light

3 LEDs

Duty

Heavy

Dual power trigger 140W / 100W

Balanced housing with safe, ergonomic design
The hex wrench is used to quickly change out tips and ›
is easily and comfortably stored in the grip

Product Information

Applications* for soldering, cutting and smoothing
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Heat sink
Ground plane
Metal art
Plumbing
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Hobby models
Small appliance
Small engine
Repair
Crafts

●

Audio systems
Electrical
Marine
Jewelry
Automotive

◓

››

◓

Soldering wire  ›
connections

< 4 AWG
⌀ 0.20“
● Recommended ◓ Acceptable

*NOT RECOMMENDED FOR: microcomponents, electronic kits, low voltage wiring, pcbs, radio-controlled, indoor lighting

Soldering Gun Kit

Order no.

9400 Soldering gun (with kit only)

9400PKS

Soldering gun tip

7135W

Cutting tip

6150

Accessories

Order no.

Smoothing tip

6160

Iron-plated soldering gun tip

8125W

Hex wrench

W355CH

Rope cutting tip

RCT
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